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Fig. 1. We compare typing on a midair auto-correcting keyboard with word predictions (left) versus speaking a sentence and then
correcting any speech recognition errors (right). Users correct errors by selecting word alternatives proposed by the speech recognizer
or by typing on the virtual keyboard.
Abstract— Entering text in virtual environments can be challenging, especially without auxiliary input devices. We investigate text
input in virtual reality using hand-tracking and speech. Our system visualizes users’ hands in the virtual environment, allowing typing
on an auto-correcting midair keyboard. It also supports speaking a sentence and then correcting errors by selecting alternative words
proposed by a speech recognizer. We conducted a user study in which participants wrote sentences with and without speech. Using
only the keyboard, users wrote at 11 words-per-minute at a 1.2% error rate. Speaking and correcting sentences was faster and more
accurate at 28 words-per-minute and a 0.5% error rate. Participants achieved this performance despite half of sentences containing an
uncommon out-of-vocabulary word (e.g. proper name). For sentences with only in-vocabulary words, performance using speech and
midair keyboard corrections was faster at 36 words-per-minute with a low 0.3% error rate.
Index Terms—Text Entry, Speech Recognition, Virtual Reality (VR), Head Mounted Display (HMD), Midair Gestures.
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I NTRODUCTION

People frequently interact with text on desktop computers and mobile
devices. With the rise of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR) head mounted displays (HMDs), there is a need to support efficient text interaction in virtual environments. However, text entry in
virtual environments is entirely different from typing on a physical keyboard of a desktop computer or even on a virtual keyboard of a mobile
device. This is due to different fields of view, display size, and lack of
tactile feedback. Humans have a field of view of approximately 180
degrees, whereas the field of view in an HMD is limited and typically
ranges from 90 to 110 degrees. Most importantly virtual environments
lack the perception of touch when interacting with the virtual objects.
HMDs are normally shipped with a hand-held controller as an input
device. While a physical keyboard can be used, in many VR and AR
use scenarios, users may be standing or moving around. Such use scenarios make use of auxiliary input devices such as hand-held controllers
or physical keyboards difficult. Ideally input would be possible using
just the built-in sensors common in HMDs such as depth cameras and
microphones. We investigate exploiting these two types of sensors to
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support text input in virtual reality.
For modest amounts of input, we argue a familiar input method leveraging users’ experience with auto-correcting touchscreen keyboards
may be preferable. As only the VR or AR user can see the keyboard, a
virtual keyboard also provides a reasonable degree of privacy. Further,
with appropriate design, a virtual keyboard can provide entry of even
difficult to predict text (e.g. proper names or passwords). However, typing in midair may be slower than on a touchscreen due to factors such
as the lack of tactile feedback and hand-tracking inaccuracies. When
privacy is not a concern, speech may be faster; people have been measured dictating to a computer at over 100 words-per-minute (wpm) [23].
However, speech recognition errors can occur, especially for difficult
text or in noisy environments. Correcting speech recognition errors
with speech is a possibility, but can lead to errors while trying to correct
errors [20]. Switching to another input modality is a common approach
to this problem, e.g. [32, 40]. In this paper, we investigate correcting
errors via midair tapping. Our interface supports error correction by
selecting alternative words proposed by the speech recognizer or via an
auto-correcting keyboard that exploits the surrounding text context.
The main goal of our study is to investigate how we can incorporate
speech recognition into a VR text entry interface. An additional goal
is to support the input of more difficult text, e.g. proper names or
passwords. We argue for an interface to be usable in the real-world, it
needs to support at least occasional entry of such text, even if it requires
slower and more precise input. To support the input of difficult text,
we add word predictions to our keyboard, including the literal letters
typed. Past work has shown such suggestions can enable the input of
challenging text on a smartwatch [42]. Previous work has also reported

faster input when word predictions were added to an AR keyboard [10].
We provide the first study into text input in a VR HMD using speech
and a midair virtual keyboard with hand interaction. We found speech
was over twice as fast as an auto-correcting keyboard with word predictions (28 wpm versus 11 wpm). Speech also had a lower error rate
(0.5% versus 1.2%). This was achieved on text with uncommon words.
Our study adds to the limited work on hand tracking based keyboard
input in virtual environments. It also adds to our knowledge about how
to support the input of challenging text, including showing speech provides increased performance even on text often requiring corrections.
2

R ELATED

WORK

In this section, we overview existing work in text entry in virtual
environments, with a focus on the input modalities employed in the
interface. For a survey of existing work related to text entry in virtual
environments, including a taxonomy of techniques and a discussion of
non-QWERTY keyboard designs, see Dube and Arif [8].
2.1

Physical Keyboards

Various work has investigated VR input using a physical keyboard.
McGill et al. [29] found users could type efficiently on a physical
keyboard if real-world video was injected into VR. Walker et al. [49]
combined a physical keyboard with auto-correction. Providing only
visual feedback after each key press allowed typing at 40 wpm.
Knierim et al. [21] studied hand representation in VR with a physical
keyboard. They found appropriate hand visualization was especially
important for inexperienced typists. Grubert et al. [15] rendered a
user’s fingers in VR. Users typed at 26 wpm on a deterministic physical
keyboard. Grubert et al. [14] also investigated different hand representations while typing on a physical keyboard. They found hand
visualization did not affect entry rate but did lower error rate. Similarly,
Otte et al. [31] showed typing on a touch-sensitive physical keyboard
without finger visualization was as effective as with finger visualization.
Pham and Stuerzlinger [33] introduced HawKEY, a physical keyboard worn on a tray suspended in front of the user. They mounted a
color and depth sensing camera on the HMD and users typed on a physical keyboard with different visualizations. They found a see-through
video condition was superior to four other approaches: no visualization,
visualization of the keyboard frame, a virtual keyboard matching the
dimensions and appearance of the physical keyboard, and a point cloud
representation of a user’s hand and the keyboard.
ReconViguRation [36] investigated several methods to reconfigure
the presentation of the keyboard in the virtual environment. In a user
study, they tested nine VR-relevant applications with the reconfigured
design. Users reported that the applications were usable. For a password entry application, they found shuffling the keys in a local region
of the keyboard was enough for secure password entry.
2.2

Hand-held Controllers

Other work has investigated input using hand-held controllers and a
virtual keyboard rendered in an HMD. Yu et al. [55] combined headtracking with a gamepad controller. A word-gesture keyboard [57]
approach was the fastest at 25 wpm after an hour of practice. Xu et
al. [52] compared text input on an AR keyboard using four pointing
methods: controller, head, hand, and hybrid (head pointing and hand
selection) and two input techniques: word-gesture input and lettertap input. They found that using a controller was the best in terms
of text entry performance and user experience. They also found that
word-gesture input is as fast as letter-tap even for users who are new to
word-gesture technique.
Speicher et al. [38] investigated six selection-based methods for VR
text entry. Users typed on a virtual keyboard shown in a head mounted
display. Users performed input by hand-held controllers or by midair
gestures with hand visualization provided by a Leap Motion sensor.
They found hand-held controller pointing outperformed other methods
with an entry rate of 15 wpm at a 1% error rate. The hand visualization
method had an entry rate of 10 wpm with a much higher error rate of
7.6%. We used a similar hand visualization approach.

Boletsis et al. [3] compared four hand-held controller-based VR textinput techniques: pointing using a controller, hitting keys on a drumlike virtual keyboard by making downward strikes with the controller,
pointing at a key using head rotation and selecting with the controller,
and a virtual keyboard split between the trackpads on the left and right
controllers. They found controller pointing and striking was the fastest
at 21 wpm but was the least accurate with a total error rate of 12%.
Xu et al. [53] proposed hands-free text entry on a circular keyboard
rendered in an HMD and operated via head motion. With 60–90 minutes of training, users wrote at 11–13 wpm. Jiang et al. [19] explored
text entry in VR by leveraging the circular touchpad of a HTC Vive
controller and a circular virtual keyboard. They investigated three different key layouts and found a 6-key layout was best. They optimized
the layout based on touch data and investigated whether to display only
the optimized keyboard layout in the virtual environment or on top of
the touchpad of a virtual representation of the controller. Using one
hand, users entered text at 13.6 wpm with the virtual layout, and 11.6
wpm with the touchpad of the virtual controller.
2.3

Hand Gestures

A number of studies have exploited hand or finger gestures for VR/AR
input. Markussen et al. [27] tested three selection-based approaches
with input sensed via a tracked glove. A deterministic keyboard was
the fastest at 13 wpm after four hours of practice. In Vulture [28], users
also wore a glove and wrote via a word-gesture keyboard [57]. After
five hours of practice, users reached 20 wpm.
HoldBoard [1] used a smartwatch for input with results displayed on
smartglasses. A combination of thumb position and tapping allowed deterministic character entry. After eight sessions, users wrote at 10 wpm.
In Yu et al. [56], users wrote at 9 wpm using one-dimensional touch
input and auto-correction on a Google Glass HMD. ARKB [24] used a
stereo visible light camera to track colored markers on a user’s fingers
and detected taps on a virtual keyboard. No user trial was reported.
PalmType [50] displayed a keyboard on a user’s palm via a Google
Glass HMD. Users typed at 8 wpm using a Vicon tracking system and
5 wpm using a wrist-worn infrared sensor.
Similar to our work, Sridhar et al. [39] and Feit et al. [11] used finger
input sensed via a Leap Motion. However, both required users to learn
specific multi-finger gestures. Our approach allows users to reuse their
existing experience with auto-correcting touchscreen keyboards.
The ATK system [54] allowed two-handed 10 finger touch typing in
midair with visual feedback on a desktop display. While potentially fast,
ATK currently relies exclusively on probabilistic entry and thus would
not work well for difficult text, e.g. passwords. ATK also placed the
Leap Motion under a user’s hands to minimize occlusion. The sensor
was stationary and required users to register a home hand position.
Compared to ATK, we support the input of difficult text via a literal
prediction slot. Our approach also ensures users can freely move
their hands and head by mounting the hand tracker on the HMD. This
freedom of movement would make ATK challenging to use while
standing or walking.
VISAR [10] is an AR midair auto-correcting keyboard. Similar to
our keyboard, it uses the VelociTap decoder [48]. VISAR was tested
on a Microsoft HoloLens HMD that tracked a user’s wrist location.
Without word predictions, users wrote with one hand at 6 wpm. With
word predictions, users wrote faster at 18 wpm after two hours of
practice. Compared to VISAR, our system tracks a user’s individual
fingers and supports speech input. Dudley et al. [9] explored typing in
VR with index fingers on a surface and in midair, and typing using all
ten fingers on a surface and in midair. They found users typed faster on
a virtual keyboard if it was aligned with a physical surface. They also
found typing on a midair keyboard with ten fingers was actually slower
and less accurate compared to typing with just two index fingers.
2.4

Speech

Only a handful of studies have investigated using speech for text input
in virtual environments. Bowman et al. [6] compared VR text input
using a chorded keyboard, Wizard-of-Oz speech recognition, and a

tablet keyboard. In the speech condition, users spelled each word.
Speech was the fastest at 13 wpm.
In SWIFTER [34], users spoke a sentence and then used a handheld controller to click targets in a correction interface. The interface
showed the recognized sentence along with markers between words.
Clicking on a word opened a list of alternatives for that word. Clicking
a marker allowed insertion between words. New words were entered
by speaking the word or by speaking its spelling. In a CAVE virtual
environment, users wrote German phrases at 24 wpm at a low error
rate. Our work differs in the following ways: 1) we use a VR HMD for
display instead of a CAVE, 2) we allow direct hand interaction with
the interface rather than via a controller, 3) we use a virtual keyboard
to correct errors rather than speech, and 4) we immediately display
alternatives for each word rather than requiring explicit selection.
Similar to our system, SpeeG [17] and SpeeG2 [18] relied just on
speech and hand gestures. Both SpeeG and SpeeG2 used a large screen
for display with gestures detected via a Kinect. In SpeeG, users spoke
a sentence and used hand gestures to zoom character-by-character
through the words proposed by the recognizer. Users entered text using
SpeeG at 11 wpm. SpeeG2 used a word-at-a-time correction interface
employing gestures to select word alternatives. Similar to SWIFTER,
words can be inserted between words and new words can be added via
spelling. The best SpeeG2 prototype had an entry rate of 21 wpm.
Our speech correction interface is based on a word confusion network (WCN) [26]. A WCN is a time-ordered set of clusters where each
cluster contains word hypotheses and their probabilities. Our design is
similar to the Parakeet interface [44]. Parakeet allowed users to speak a
sentence and then select word alternatives by tapping or swiping on a
touchscreen mobile device. Users wrote at 18 wpm while seated indoors
and 13 wpm while walking outdoors. Similar WCN speech interfaces
have been used in desktop [30] and large display [22] environments.
Compared to past WCN interfaces, our work differs in a number of
ways. First, we use an auto-correcting virtual keyboard that leverages
the text both to the left and to the right of the correction. Parakeet had
a keyboard without auto-correct and its word prefix predictions used
a unigram language model that ignored surrounding text. Second, we
show a WCN correction interface is effective even with hand tracking
which is substantially noisier than touchscreen or pen input. Further, in
our VR study users could only see a virtual and noisy representation of
their input device (i.e. their hands). Finally, we investigate the input of
difficult to predict text by adding a literal prediction slot.
In recent years, speech recognition accuracy has markedly improved [16]. Limited work has investigated input using modern recognizers. In Ruan et al. [35], users input text at 153 wpm using the
Baidu recognizer. Error correction was done on a phone using speech
or a virtual keyboard. We also use a modern recognizer, namely IBM
Watson. While our entry rates are slower, we evaluated using more
difficult text that often required some correction. Additionally, even for
perfect recognition results, our entry rate includes the time users spent
reading and confirming results.
Foley et al. [12] investigated speech recognition for both the transcription and composition of text. Using the default keyboard and
speech recognizer of a Google Pixel 3, users composed at 117 wpm
using speech versus 35 wpm using the keyboard. They transcribed text
at 157 wpm using speech versus 48 wpm using the keyboard . Overall,
the entry rate of sentences with corrections were slower and less accurate at 55 wpm and 0.65% uncorrected error rate [37] versus sentences
without corrections at 141 wpm and 0.52% uncorrected error rate.
To summarize, compared with past work, we focus on designing an
input method that does not require training, hand-held devices, gloves,
a physical keyboard, or expensive tracking infrastructure. Further, we
investigate how to allow controller-less correction of speech recognition
results. Finally, most past interfaces were evaluated on fairly easy text,
e.g. the MacKenize [25] or Enron [46] phrase sets. We aim to design
an interface supporting the input of more challenging text.

1) using a virtually rendered QWERTY keyboard in midair, and 2)
using speech with the virtual keyboard as a fallback mechanism.

3

Text entry evaluation studies in virtual environments have mostly used
phrases which are easy to remember [25, 46]. Such phrases have
been shown to exhibit a low rate of out-of-vocabulary words and a

3.1

At least at present, many VR/AR applications focus on immersive 3D
experiences such as games, training simulations, and data visualization. With advances in hand tracking and speech recognition, such
applications can often be controlled without input devices aside from
the HMD itself. This has the potential for more natural, convenient,
and immersive interactive experiences. But even these applications
may benefit from occasional input of text (e.g. short text messaging
or executing a search query). The QWERTY keyboard is the de facto
standard for English text input on desktop and mobile devices. This
makes a midair QWERTY virtual keyboard an obvious choice as it is
familiar to most users. Further, virtual keyboard decoding is quite accurate even without per-user training (though such training can provide
small accuracy gains, e.g. [51]).
We rendered the QWERTY keyboard in front of a user (Figure 1)
and anchored the keyboard in space. The keyboard has the letters A–Z
plus apostrophe. The keyboard size is 21.0 × 7.6 cm with each letter
key being 1.8 × 1.4 cm. After each key press, the nearest key label is
highlighted in red, a tap sound is played, and the letter is added to the
text above the keyboard. Users can remove previous characters using a
backspace key of size 6.0 × 1.4 cm. We made the backspace key bigger
and located it away from other parts of the keyboard to allow easy
and deterministic triggering. Letters from the current word as well as
previous words can be backspaced.
The space key is 8.5 × 1.4 cm. Triggering the space key results in
changing the currently typed letter sequence into the most probable
word given a user’s sequence of noisy (x, y) tap locations on the keyboard plane. Similar to backspace, we made the space key bigger and
separated it from the rest of the keyboard to allow deterministic triggering. For auto-correction, we use the VelociTap decoder [48]. VelociTap
takes a sequence of noisy taps and searches for the most probable word
using a probabilistic keyboard model, a character language model, and
a word language model. The likelihood of a tap is based on a twodimensional Gaussian centered at each key. For each tap, the decoder
computes the likelihood for every key under the keyboard model. This
is added with the language model probabilities. The language models
condition on any text to the right and left of the current typing location.
We used a 12-gram character language model and a 4-gram 100K word
language model. Both language models were trained on billions of
words of text. The set of parameters controlling VelociTap’s operation
were optimized on four users not in our user study.
In testing by the authors and two participants not in our user study,
we found it was time consuming to replace a misrecognized word
by repeatedly tapping backspace. We added a delete-word key that
deleted the entire previous word. This key appeared to the right of the
backspace key after a user typed a space. As with space, and backspace,
we made this key bigger (4.0 × 1.4 cm) to make it easier to tap.
We chose a midair vertical keyboard for our pilot. We found the distance worked well, but based on user feedback, we tilted the keyboard
approximately 10 degrees from vertical and lowered the keyboard to
slightly below the user’s chest level. This allowed users to see the
keyboard and input progression with minimal head movement. While a
horizontal keyboard aligned with a surface, such as a table, might more
closely resemble desktop typing, hand tracking inaccuracies, virtual
keyboard rendering inaccuracies, and hunt-and-peck typists may require visual supervision of motor actions over the keyboard. This would
require frequent changes in head position to shift attention between the
keyboard and any visual content in front of the user. Finally, even if
users could touch type while looking straight ahead, this requires an
HMD supporting visual rendering and hand tracking at quite a wide
angle of view.
3.2

I NTERFACE D ESIGN

In this section, we detail the features of our midair keyboard and explain
our design choices. Our interface supports input using two techniques:

Midair Auto-correcting QWERTY Keyboard

Support for Difficult Text

low perplexity under a language model [42]. This allows users to
enter such phrases quite accurately even despite severe inaccuracies
in a user’s tap locations. For example, in a study on a smartwatch
keyboard [41] participants’ character error rate was 19% before autocorrection, but only 3% after auto-correction. However, auto-correction
may not be as effective for difficult and unpredictable text, e.g. proper
nouns, passwords, or abbreviations. Such words are problematic for
entirely recognition based input approaches such as gesture keyboards
or continuous speech recognition. In our design, we support input of
difficult words by relying on users’ ability to carefully target keys when
necessary combined with an interface option that avoids auto-correction
(to be discussed shortly). At least for noisy input on a smartwatch, it
was shown that users could precisely target every character of difficult
words [42]. We conjectured a similar approach would be effective for
noisy midair keyboard input.
We opted for midair keyboard input of difficult words rather than
spoken spelling of words. When typing words character-by-character
in midair, it is easy to immediately correct any erroneous letters via
backspacing. An equivalent approach using speech would introduce
speech endpointing and recognition delays for each letter in a word. We
anticipated this would be too slow and would instead require spelling
an entire word at one time. This spelling recognition could introduce
further recognition errors into the correction process. An additional
technical challenge was that our chosen recognizer, IBM Watson, does
not support recognition conditioned on surrounding text context like our
keyboard decoder does. This makes correct recognition of uncommon
spelled words even more difficult. For these reasons, we decided
to support difficult word input using just the midair keyboard. The
feasibility of spoken corrections we will explore in offline experiments
on the most difficult to correct words we observed in our user study.
3.3

Avoiding Errors and Accelerating Input

Given the lack of tactile keyboard feedback and inaccuracies introduced
by hand tracking, keyboard visualization, and hand rendering, we
anticipated typing would be more error-prone and slower than on a
touchscreen. To help users avoid auto-correction errors and accelerate
their input for longer words, we added four prediction slots above the
keyboard (Figure 1 left). The predictions slots are 6.5 × 1.5 cm. We
limited the keyboard to four slots in order to keep the buttons above the
keyboard reasonably large. In past work [42], increasing the number of
slots to five or six only provided small improvements in the character
rate and keystroke savings achievable in offline experiments.
The leftmost slot displays the literal text (i.e. exactly the characters
typed). Probabilistic input methods can sometimes change a correctly
entered word into something else. Various approaches have explored
how to take control back from auto-correction. Touch force was used
by Weir et al. [51] and Arif and Stuerzlinger [2] to indicate when not
to auto-correct. VISAR [10] had a precise selection mode based on
dwelling on keys. VelociWatch [42] allowed letters to be locked by
long pressing. As is common on phone keyboards, WatchWriter [13]
and VelociWatch [42] provided a literal prediction slot based on the
exact keys typed. We opted for a similar literal slot approach as it
worked well in previous studies [13, 42] and may be familiar to users
as the feature is common on touchscreen phone keyboards.
The next three slots display the most likely word hypotheses. These
hypotheses are either a prefix completion or a recognition alternative.
A prefix completion assumes the user has only typed the start of a word.
Since this prefix input may be noisy, we used VelociTap to search for
the most probable prefixes under its touch model and language models.
Each proposed prefix completion is conditioned on text surrounding
the insertion location. For example, if a user typed “rg” at the start
of a sentence, the most probable prefix completions might be “the”
since “th” is a prefix adjacent to “rg”. If however the previous word
is “mass”, it might propose a word such as “effect” since “mass effect”
was common in the language model training data.
A recognition alternative assumes the current tap sequence constitutes an entire word. While the decoder supports character insertions
and deletions, typically word alternatives are the same length as the tap
sequence. So in the previous example, the decoder might propose a

two-letter word such as “eg”. Similar to [13, 42], our likely slots are
populated with the prefix completion or word alternative hypotheses
that have the highest log probability. These hypotheses appear in the
second, third, and fourth slot in decreasing order. A word is completed
by tapping a slot or hitting the space key. The space key selects the text
in the second slot (i.e. the most likely word). The text in the second slot
is highlighted in yellow. This is similar to how the iOS 12 touchscreen
keyboard highlights the correction that will result from tapping space.
3.4

Text Entry Using Speech

When privacy is not an issue, speech recognition has the potential
to be a very fast input method. But to be fast as well as natural,
speech interfaces typically encourage users to speak a single utterance
with their entire phrase or sentence. Given our goal of supporting
difficult text input, we anticipated some amount of error correction
would be necessary in the recognized block of text. Similar to our
keyboard decoder, we would like the speech recognizer to provide
likely alternatives for different words in a user’s utterance. This led
us to choose the IBM Watson service for use in our system. IBM
Watson can return a word confusion network that provides a compact
and probabilistic representation of the speech recognizer’s search. Each
cluster in the confusion network contains a list of possible words and
their probabilities for each part of the recognition result.
We focused on a design optimized for small amounts of text. We
think this is the most pressing need in many VR/AR applications where
generating and editing text is not the primary activity. While the recognizer could certainly handle larger utterances (e.g. paragraphs), displaying and correcting within a large amount of text via only hand gestures
would be challenging given current limitations in HMD field of view
and hand tracking accuracy. While speech-only correction is an option,
doing this well requires fine-grained control of the speech decoder
(e.g. to support inferring a correction’s location [43] and text [45]).
In the case of speech input, the user first presses a record button
visible in the virtual environment. This turns on the microphone and
starts streaming audio to the speech recognition server. We streamed
audio via our university’s high speed network to IBM’s web service.
Streaming audio allowed us to reduce the time users had to wait for
recognition results. Once a user stops speaking and word confusion
results are available, a stop button appears. Pressing this button displays
the recognition result and correction interface.
3.5

Intuitive Speech Error Correction

When a speech recognizer gets a word wrong, often one of its top
competing word hypotheses is actually correct. Recognizers also occasionally insert words due to things such as false starts or filler words.
Past work has shown word error rate can be reduced by nearly 50% by
offering the three best word alternatives plus the ability to delete a given
word [44]. We wanted our design to communicate these options to
users such that they would not need to learn special correction gestures
or take explicit action to see possible correction options. Our design
(Figure 2) displays the confusion network similar to Parakeet [44], but
uses a smaller number of words (4–6) to allow more accurate midair
selection.
Our correction interface consists of a column for each word in the
recognition result. The most probable recognition results appear in the
top row. Below each word in the best result are up to three other likely
alternatives for each word. Each word is a button that can be tapped.
Before and after each word in the top row is a small black space button
with no label. This button allows a new word to be inserted between
existing words. The bottom row contains buttons labeled with an “X”
that deletes the word in that column.
To select a different word in a column, a user taps the desired word.
This swaps the top word with the tapped word. This does not affect
the other alternative words in that column. Our swapping approach
allows our design to conserve virtual screen real estate by removing
the redundant presentation of the top word present in the Parakeet
interface [44] while still preserving the ability to undo erroneous taps
on column targets. A slider below the keyboard allows users to adjust

Fig. 2. Example of correcting a sentence using the speech interface. In step 1, the user has spoken “thank you for your reply”. The interface displays
the most likely recognition result “thanks for our reply hi” in the top row. In step 2, the user selects the word alternative “thank” and it gets swapped
with “thanks”. Next, the user needs to insert between the words “thank” and “for”. In step 3, the user taps on the blank space button appearing
between these two words. The keyboard pops up and the user types the letter “y”. The user then selects the prefix completion “you”. In step 4, the
user taps the word “our” in the top row. This opens the keyboard and after typing the letter “y”, the user selects the prefix completion “your”. In step 5,
the user taps the button labeled X to delete the undesired word “hi”. Step 6 shows the text after all the corrections.

the column centered in the VR display. This slider allows users to scroll
through a longer sentence.
If a column does not contain the desired word, a user taps on the
top word in the column. We shift the correction interface to center on
this column in the virtual space and display the keyboard below the
column. During keyboard input, the buttons in a column become the
word prediction slots. The top button displays the literal slot which is
also the current pending tap sequence. The top button is highlighted
red. As the user types, other likely hypotheses appear in the other
three buttons in that column. During this time, only interaction with
the current column is allowed. A user must tap a slot on the current
column to end entry. The tapped slot then becomes the word in the top
row. If the user taps on the space between columns to insert a word, an
analogous process happens. To preserve consistency with how column
words are always tapped to swap them to the top choice in the column,
we do not provide a space key. Rather the user concludes typing a word
by selecting their desired prediction above the keyboard.
Our design of the keyboard fallback interface is embedded within
the display of the confusion network. We felt this design was more consistent and less visually jarring compared to switching to a completely
different keyboard screen as in Parakeet. A further difference compared
to Parakeet is that our speech correction interface has a probabilistic
keyboard that uses the uncertain keyboard tap locations and leverages
the surrounding text context via long-span language models.
In both the speech and keyboard-only interfaces, a done button is
located about 10 cm below and to the right of the keyboard. Tapping
this button marks the completion of a sentence. The done button
allows us to include in our entry rate calculations the time users spent
reviewing even completely correct speech recognition results, or time
spent reviewing the last typed word or correction.
4

U SER S TUDY

Given a modern speech recognizer, it is obvious that speech input is
faster for text requiring few or no corrections, but it is not obvious
for harder text that often needs some amount of correction. The primary goal of our user study was to find out if our speech interface
design could improve performance on challenging text compared to a
competitive non-speech auto-correcting keyboard.
A secondary goal was to add to the limited work on controller-less

AR/VR text input using an auto-correcting virtual keyboard with word
predictions. To our knowledge, only VISAR [10], Xu et al. [52], and
Dudley et al. [9] have explored this. VISAR and Xu et al. did so in AR
while we investigate input in VR. VISAR relied on coarse tracking of
a user’s wrist, and Xu et al. required users to perform a gesture such
as opening and closing the palm to select a key. Dudley et al. used a
simulated auto-correction based on knowledge of the stimulus. None
of these approaches handled out-of-vocabulary words like our system.
4.1

Participants and Procedure

We recruited 18 participants (11 male, 7 female) via convenience sampling. No participant had uncorrected vision or motor impairments.
Participants were aged 18–70 (mean 24.4, sd 14.0), and 16 were righthanded. 14 participants had used VR. All participants were native
English speakers. Participants were paid $15. The study took place
in a quiet office. We used an HTC Vive HMD with a Leap Motion
controller mounted on the front. Audio was recorded from the Vive’s
built-in microphone.
The study was a within-subject design with two conditions: S PEECH
and N O S PEECH. In S PEECH, participants first spoke a sentence, then
used the word confusion network interface and the virtual keyboard to
perform any correction. In N O S PEECH, participants typed the entire
sentence using the keyboard. Before each condition, we explained to
participants how both interfaces worked. Similar to VISAR [10], in
both conditions we instructed participants to use the index finger of
their dominant hand. Participants first completed a questionnaire asking
demographic questions and about their experience with text entry and
VR. We seated participants at a desk and helped them adjust the HMD.
Participants entered phrases from the TwitterIV and TwitterOOV
phrase sets [42]. All words in TwitterIV phrases are in the 100 K
vocabulary used by the keyboard decoder. TwitterOOV phrases have
one word that is out-of-vocabulary (OOV). As shown in [42], phrases
in TwitterIV are easier for a language model to predict. In contrast,
phrases in TwitterOOV are harder to predict. Similar to [42], we used
phrases with six or fewer words that did not contain acronyms. Phrases
were picked at random. No participant saw the same phrase twice.
Participants first practiced on two in-vocabulary and two OOV phrases.
They then wrote six in-vocabulary and six OOV phrases. The order of
in-vocabulary and OOV phrases were randomized and the conditions

Condition
N O S PEECH
S PEECH

Entry rate (wpm)
11.1± 2.1 [ 7.2, 14.5]
27.9 ± 5.8 [18.7, 37.2]
t(17) = -13.79, r = 0.96, p < 0.01

Error rate (CER%)
1.2± 1.3 [0.0, 4.1]
0.5± 1.0 [0.0, 3.4]
t(17) = 2.13, r = 0.46, p < 0.05

Borg CR10
3.17 ± 1.62 [1.00, 7.00]
2.11 ± 1.02 [1.00, 5.00]
χ 2 (1) = 9, p < 0.01

Table 1. Results from our study. Results formatted as: mean ± SD[min, max]. The bottom row shows statistical test details.
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Speaking rate (wpm)
Entry rate (wpm)
Error rate (CER%)
Error rate (WER%)

All
151.5
84.8
10.2
20.8

IV
156.4
81.7
4.4
9.3

OOV
146.5
87.9
16.1
32.6
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Table 2. Results prior to any correction in the S PEECH condition. Results
for all phrases, in-vocabulary (IV) phrases, and out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
phrases.
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Fig. 3. Entry and error rates in our study. Results over all phrases,
in-vocabulary (IV) phrases, and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) phrases.

were counterbalanced. We did not analyze the practice phrases. The
study took approximately an hour.
4.2

Results

Overall performance. Table 1 provides numeric results and statistical
tests. Figure 3 shows our main entry and error rate results. We calculated entry rate in words-per-minute (wpm). We considered a word
to be five characters including space. In N O S PEECH, entry time was
from a participant’s first tap until they hit the done button. In S PEECH,
entry time was from a participant’s first phoneme until they hit the
done button. The entry rate in S PEECH was faster at 27.9 wpm versus
N O S PEECH at 11.1 wpm. This difference was significant (Table 1).
The difficulty of the target text did seem to slow participants down
in both conditions. In N O S PEECH, the entry rate was 12.0 wpm for
in-vocabulary phrases versus 10.1 wpm for OOV phrases (Figure 3 left).
This difference was significant (t(17) = 4.90, r = 0.77, p < 0.001). In
S PEECH, the entry rate was 35.7 wpm for in-vocabulary phrases versus
19.8 wpm for OOV phrases (Figure 3 left). This difference was also
significant (t(17) = 7.72, r = 0.88, p < 0.001).
We measured error rate using Character Error Rate (CER). CER is
the number of character insertions, deletions, and substitutions needed
to change a participant’s final text into the reference text divided by the
characters in the reference. We measured the CER of a participant’s
final text after completing any corrections. Participants were less accurate in N O S PEECH with a CER of 1.2% versus 0.5% in S PEECH. This
difference was significant (Table 1). In S PEECH, error rate was 0.3%
for in-vocabulary phrases versus 0.7% for OOV phrases (Figure 3 right).
This difference was significant (t(17) = −2.11, r = 0.46, p < 0.05). In
N O S PEECH, error rate was 1.2% for in-vocabulary phrases versus 1.3%
for OOV phrases. This difference was not significant.
Participants rated their exertion on the Borg CR10 scale [4]. The
mean rating was 3.17 in N O S PEECH and 2.11 in S PEECH. This difference was significant (χ 2 (1)=9.0, p < 0.01). Thus it appears the speech
interface did help reduce the “gorilla arm” [5] problem that is common
in midair interactive systems.
Taken together, our entry and error rates show that our speech interface was successful at providing better performance on challenging text
compared to our keyboard-only interface. The speech interface was
2.5 times faster than the keyboard-only interface while maintaining a
similar and low corrected error rate. Further, participants reported less
fatigue using the speech interface.
As might be expected, the in-vocabulary phrases were much faster
to enter than OOV phrases in S PEECH at 1.8 times faster. This speed

differential was more muted in N O S PEECH at 1.2 times faster. This
suggests participants successfully avoided some of the overheads of
locating or fixing errors in the keyboard-only interface by careful typing
and use of the literal slot. Providing similar ways to preemptively
avoiding recognition errors would likely improve the speech interface’s
performance on OOV phrases. This might be possible by having users
both speak and spell words they think may be a problem when first
speaking their sentence. However such a feature would require changes
to the underlying speech recognition algorithm.
Detailed performance analysis. Using the speech interface, participants’ average speaking rate (not including recognition latency or
correction) was 151.5 wpm (Table 2). Our system streamed audio to the
IBM Watson web service. After participants stopped speaking, they had
to wait for the recognizer to detect the silence at the end of their speech,
recognize their speech, and return the word confusion network. This
introduced an average delay of 1.8 s (measured from a participant’s last
phoneme until the result arrived at our system). Assuming participants
did not need to correct or even confirm results, this would result in a
best-case entry rate of 84.8 wpm. Our actual entry rate, including any
corrections and a final confirmation step was 27.9 wpm (Table 1). This
shows both the importance of low latency speech recognition, but also
the substantial time costs associated with error correction.
Table 2 shows that the CER of speech was much higher at 10.2% before any correction versus 0.5% after correction. The out-of-vocabulary
phrases exhibited speech recognition character error rates of about four
times that of the in-vocabulary phrases. We also computed the Word
Error Rate (WER). WER is analogous to CER but on the word level.
We see that in OOV phrases nearly one in three words required correction. Overall, we found that OOV phrases were successful at creating
error rates that substantially increased the use of correction features.
Figure 4 visualizes participants’ entry and error rate before and after
correction and confirmation. We see that participants experienced quite
variable speech recognition accuracy with error rates ranging from 4%
to 25%. All participants were able to substantially reduce errors made
by the speech recognizer to below 5%. Half of the participants were
able to achieve a 0% CER.
46% of phrases were recognized with no errors. The average entry
rate of these phrases at the time when the speech recognition result
was first available was 81.3 wpm. However, also including the time it
took participants to hit the done button resulted in a drop to 42.0 wpm.
Thus, participants were spending considerable time either reviewing
the result or executing a tap on the done button.
Correction feature usage. We analyzed what correction features
participants made use of. In N O S PEECH, participants selected the 1likely slot (either by tapping the second prediction slot or by hitting
space) 46.4% of the time, 2-likely slot 32.9% of the time, 3-likely slot
20.1% of the time, and literal slot only 0.6% of the time. In S PEECH,
participants selected the literal slot 33.3% of the time, 1-likely slot
50.0% of the time, 2-likely slot 14.0% of the time, and 3-likely slot
2.6% of the time. We suspect the literal slot was used more frequently
in S PEECH because the keyboard was mostly used for correcting errors.

N O S PEECH
+ “The suggested words helped a ton with speed”
+ “Auto-suggestions were very intelligent and helped considerably”
+ “I could type whatever I wanted”
+ “Having a large keyboard with keys large enough for my virtual fingers”
+ “The elevated keyboard made it easy to see my keys and text at the same time”
- “Sometimes my hand would press a key next to the key I want”
- “The system struggled to determine which finger I was using”
- “Arm got tired fairly quickly”
- “Hands were the same color as the keyboard. It was difficult to keep track at times.”
- “I hated the autocorrect changing what I had typed”
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S PEECH
+ “Easier and quicker than typing everything”
+ “Speech seemed to be a lot faster”
+ “It was easy to understand and convenient to use”
+ “The very clear visuals and knowing where to press.”
+ “Arm didn’t tire. Also helped me make sure I was talking clearly plus enunciating”
- “Editing did not allow using a partial word”
- “Uncommon words were tough to pronounce, and didn’t came up through speech”
- “I didn’t like how I had to have my finger/hand in a certain way to type.”
- “It felt you needed to put your finger through the key”
- “When I made a mistake, or it did, correcting the text was slow and frustrating”
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Table 3. Some positive and negative comments about each interface.

Error rate (CER %)

Fig. 4. Entry rate and error rate of each participant in the S PEECH
condition. The right end of each line is before correction of the result
while the left end is after making corrections and confirming the result.

These errors involved words that were hard for the speech recognizer
and were thus unlikely to be predicted by the keyboard recognizer.
Recall that immediately after recognizing a word, our keyboard displayed a delete-word button in N O S PEECH. Across the whole study,
this button was only used six times. Instead, participants often repeatedly hit the backspace key to erase an erroneous word. In N O S PEECH,
participants used the backspace key one or more times in 63.2% of OOV
phrases compared to 36.8% for in-vocabulary phrases. In the S PEECH
condition, participants used backspace in 95.6% of OOV phrases compared to 4.4% for in-vocabulary phrases. This shows that for more
difficult text, participants focused on exactly typing their desired letters
rather than relying on auto-correction or word predictions.
We wondered how often participants entered a sentence in the
S PEECH condition using only the word confusion network interface
(i.e. without using the keyboard). 115 out of 214 phrases had one or
more speech recognition errors. Participants corrected 30.4% of these
phrases using only the word confusion network. For the remaining 70%
phrases, either the answer was not in the word confusion network or
users deleted a partially correct answer and retyped. This suggests to
further improve performance, we may need to focus on ways to speed
the entry of words not in the recognizer’s top results.
The speech interface had an “X” button for deleting a cluster and
a blank button for inserting a word. The delete button was used one
or more times in 32.2% of phrases. This is mainly because the speech
recognition results sometimes split a word spoken by a participant into
several phonetically similar words (e.g. your was recognized as you
are). The insert button was only used in 1.9% of phrases.
Recall we have a slider in the speech correction interface. Only
one participant used the slider. This was because our input phrases
were relatively short (4 – 6 words) and thus the WCN almost always
appeared within the participants’ field of view with the leftmost and
rightmost columns reachable by a user’s virtual hands.
Subjective feedback. After each condition, participants rated a
series of statements on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree). We tested for significance using Friedman’s test. The
mean rating for the statement “I thought I entered text quickly” was 3.56
in N O S PEECH and 3.83 in S PEECH. This difference was not significant
(χ 2 (1)=0.0, p=1.0). The mean rating for the statement “I thought I
entered text accurately” was 4.0 in N O S PEECH and 3.89 in S PEECH.

This also was not significant (χ 2 (1)=0.11, p=0.73). The mean rating for
the statement “The interface provided accurate visual feedback of my
hand(s)” was 3.83 in N O S PEECH and 3.67 in S PEECH. The difference
was not statistically significant (Friedman’s test, χ 2 (1) = 0.4, p = 0.53).
The mean rating for the statement “The interface detected key press
accurately” was 3.5 in N O S PEECH and 3.78 in S PEECH. The difference
was not statistically significant (Friedman’s test, χ 2 (1) = 2, p = 0.13).
Taken together, the Likert results show slightly positive sentiment about
the various aspects of both interfaces. But it seems participants saw
definite room for improvement for both interfaces.
After each condition, we asked participants to point out a positive or
negative aspect of the interface. Table 3 shows a representative sample
of these comments. The most common positive comments were about
the utility of the predictions, accuracy of auto-correct, and the speed
of speech input. The most common negative comments were on the
difficulty of accurately tapping midair targets in both conditions, and
the low speech recognition accuracy on uncommon words.
At the end of the study, participants specified their preferred condition in terms of quickness, accuracy, minimal effort, and overall. In
general, participants preferred S PEECH:
• Quickness — S PEECH 14, N O S PEECH 4
• Accuracy — S PEECH 10, N O S PEECH 8
• Effort — S PEECH 17, N O S PEECH 1
• Overall — S PEECH 15, N O S PEECH 3
5

O FFLINE E XPERIMENT

ON

S POKEN C ORRECTIONS

In our study, we relied exclusively on a midair virtual keyboard to
correct speech recognition errors. But as previously discussed, a possible alternative is to have users speak or spell the misrecognized word.
We conducted an exploratory study to investigate the efficacy of using
spoken or spelled words to correct errors. As we will see, speech recognition errors were common on spoken and spelled words. Thus we
further explored if we can re-rank the speech recognition hypotheses
using a neural language model.
We focused on the most difficult cases where our word confusion
network correction interface failed. We identified 57 words from sentences in our user study for which users encountered speech recognition
errors and were forced to resort to keyboard correction because the
reference word was not in the correction interface. These words were
mostly words that were difficult to pronounce and probably also not in
the vocabulary of the IBM Watson recognizer. Some examples include:
eunjung, swaraj’s, auchinleck, bourre, tabinof, and chopt.

5.1 Data Collection
We highlighted the problematic words in an audio collector application
that showed each word in the context of its reference sentence. We
instructed people to speak each of the 57 words in three distinct ways:
• S PEAK: Speak the word normally, e.g. by speaking “tabinof”.
• S PELL - QUICKLY: Spell each letter of the word quickly, e.g. by
speaking “T-A-B-I-N-O-F”.
• S PELL - CAREFULLY: Similar to the previous condition except
users were told to enunciate each letter carefully, as if someone
was listening and trying to write down the letter sequence.
We recorded audio from five users including the two authors of
this paper. Users recorded their audio using their own computer and
headset microphone. We used the IBM Watson speech-to-text service
to transcribe the recordings. We used the same parameters for Watson
as in our main study. We logged the transcription results including the
best and all alternative hypotheses (i.e. the confusion network returned
by Watson). Each hypothesis was a word or character along with its
probability. Note that the IBM Watson service does not provide a
way to specify surrounding text context for a recognition request. It
also does not provide an explicit mode for recognizing spelling. This
makes recognition harder than it might be with a speech engine that
supports conditioning its language model on surrounding text or that
has a spelling-specific model. Nonetheless, these limitations are the
same between all audio conditions and still allows us to measure the
relative accuracy of the three speaking methods.
5.2 Ranking Hypotheses
For the two spelling conditions, we took all the character alternatives
in each position of the word confusion network and generated all
possible words from the character alternatives. We scored each word
by multiplying the probabilities given in the confusion network for its
constituent characters. For the S PEAK condition, we simply considered
all the alternative words suggested by the speech recognizer in the
single cluster of the word confusion network.
We ranked the words by their scores and calculated the word error
rate (WER). Given we are recognizing a single word, WER is simply
the percentage of corrections that were recognized incorrectly. We
computed the WER of the top choice (the 1-best) and the 4-best oracle
WER. The latter represents how often you would get a word wrong in
a user interface providing the best and next three best hypotheses.
5.3 Hypothesis Re-ranking
We were interested if we could improve accuracy by re-ranking all
possible word alternatives by applying a language model to take into
account the surrounding text in the sentence. For this we used the bidirectional neural language model BERT [7]. BERT has proven useful
in a range of natural language processing tasks where an entire sentence
is available at inference time (e.g. classifying a tweet’s sentiment).
BERT is trained in part by taking sentences and masking individual
words. We make use of this to generate a BERT probability for any
given sentence. This was done by masking each word in a sentence oneat-a-time and finding the log probability of the masked word under the
BERT model. Adding the log probabilities of all the words yields a sentence’s log probability. We used the pre-trained bert-base-uncased1
model with 12 transformers for our purposes.
To re-rank a list of hypotheses for a spoken correction, we took
the reference text and replaced the reference word at the correction
location with each possible correction hypothesis. We then added each
hypothesis’ BERT sentence log probability to its original log probability
based on IBM Watson’s confusion network. Note that the contribution
of BERT to the speech recognition probability could be varied by
introducing a scale factor (i.e. multiplying the BERT probability by a
configurable parameter). We did not investigate that here and instead
simply used a scale factor of one. By adding BERT’s log probability to
Watson’s log probability we obtain a new ordering of the hypotheses
that takes into account how the correction fits within the entire sentence.
1 https://github.com/google-research/bert

Word Error Rate (WER%)
1-best 4-best
4-best
+ BERT
+ BERT
62.5
51.9
48.4
43.5
77.2
72.3
69.5
68.8
74.4
70.5
65.3
62.1

1-best
Condition
S PELL - CAREFULLY
S PELL - QUICKLY
S PEAK

Table 4. 1-best and 4-best word error rates calculated from a list of all
possible words constructed from Watson’s hypothesis space for spoken
corrections. We also re-ranked the words using BERT.

5.4

Results

Table 4 shows the main results. The S PELL - CAREFULLY condition
was the most accurate. When users spelled carefully, the 1-best WER
was 62.5% and the 4-best WER was 48.4%. Re-ranking the word alternatives with BERT reduced the 1-best WER to 51.9% and the 4-best
WER to 43.5%. This shows the advantage of leveraging surrounding
text context via a powerful bidirectional neural language model.
In S PELL - QUICKLY, the 1-best WER was 77.2% and the 4-best
WER was 69.5%. Similar to the previous condition, re-ranking with
BERT reduced the 1-best WER to 72.3 and the 4-best WER to 68.8%.
The error rate substantially increased for quick spellings. This suggests
if spelling correction is to be added to the interface, users need to be
encouraged to clearly pronounce each letter.
In S PEAK, the 1-best WER was 74.4% and 4-best WER was 65.3%.
Similar to the other conditions, using BERT reduced the 1-best WER to
70.5% and the 4-best WER to 62.1%. Just speaking the word performed
similar to spelling it quickly, but not as well as spelling it carefully.
We calculated how fast users spoke correction by using the time
of the first and last phoneme provided by IBM Watson. It took users
about 4.0 s to speak a correction in S PELL - CAREFULLY, 1.8 s in S PELL QUICKLY , and 0.7 s in S PEAK . We measured the recognition latency
on the correction by measuring the time between sending the request to
receiving the word confusion network result. The latency was 3.9 s in
S PELL - CAREFULLY, 2.6 s in S PELL - QUICKLY, and 2.0 s in S PEAK.
Overall, even after re-ranking the carefully spelled hypotheses with
BERT and assuming the interface provided the top four options, 43.5%
of correction attempts would still have failed. While spelling carefully
was the slowest spoken correction technique, it would still be much
quicker than typing most words on a midair keyboard. However, this
speed advantage could disappear if repeated spellings are required.
This result suggests caution in solely relying on spelling as a correction
method for difficult words. Perhaps having the user provide additional
acoustic information could help the recognizer (e.g. military phonetic
spelling). It may also help if the speech recognizer made use of the
surrounding text context or supported a dedicated spelling model.
6

D ISCUSSION

Given the limited research on text entry using speech in virtual environments, we think our findings provide useful insights in how to design
text entry for virtual environments. In particular, we explored how to
enable efficient text entry in virtual environments without the use of
auxiliary input devices. Our system relied only on midair gestures and
speech input. Further, we aimed to design a system that could be used
with little or no training.
Overall we found that speaking a sentence and then correcting errors using a midair interface was much faster at 28 wpm compared
to 11 wpm for typing the whole sentence. Even better, we were able
to support this speed on text that often contained out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. For the subset of phrases without OOVs, the entry rate
was faster at 36 wpm. This is competitive with other speech systems
such as SWIFTER [34] (23.6 wpm) and SpeeG2 [18] (21 wpm).
However, even on in-vocabulary phrases, our entry rate was substantially slower than the 153 wpm reported by Ruan et al. on a touchscreen
phone [35]. There are a number of possible reasons for this. First, we
relied on midair tapping which is less accurate and higher latency than
tapping on a touchscreen. Second, in our study, only 46% of sentences

were perfectly recognized. While Ruan et al. does not report how
many sentences were perfectly recognized, they do report the entry rate
was 179 wpm prior to any correction. Since this rate only reduced to
153 wpm overall, this suggests most sentences required no correction.
It is also not clear whether they included the time participants spent
confirming completely correct recognitions (something we included in
our entry rate). Third, we incurred several seconds of latency waiting
for IBM Watson to endpoint a users speech and return the confusion
network. This delay could be reduced by introducing an explicit “push
to talk” action, e.g. using a gesture such as lifting and lowering your
hand to turn the mic on and off.
Our speech interface was particularly slow for uncommon words
where the correct word did not appear in the likely word alternatives.
In these cases, users had to fallback to midair keyboard correction. In
our offline experiment, we explored the possibility of using spoken
corrections instead for fixing these uncommon words. Our initial offline
results show that even employing a powerful neural language model
to re-rank IBM Watson’s spoken correction hypotheses resulted in a
correction method that would often need correction itself. However,
this finding needs further validation with more users, ideally tested
inside a user interface with a speech engine specifically designed to
handle spoken or spelled corrections.
In our study, while we considered input of uncommon OOV words,
our phrases only contained 26 letters of the alphabet and apostrophe.
Performance may be slower for other types of text containing, for example, passwords, special symbols, or numbers. The input of numbers,
and special characters might be important for some tasks, e.g. entering
mathematical or chemical formulas. It remains to be seen how well our
system would support input of such text.
We had participants enter relatively short phrases (four to six words).
While our speech correction interface can handle the input of longer
phrases, the entire WCN might not fit in a user’s field of view. Our
slider can be used to scroll to the left and rightmost elements in the
WCN, but it might also be possible to automate scrolling through the
WCN at a speed that can be adjusted according to a user’s needs.
We think our speech interface will be useful for scenarios such as
short messaging and search queries. In particular, search queries may
often contain difficult to recognize words. However, we suspect our
interface may be too tiring for long-term use. It is also not suited for
creating large passages of text. This would require design of appropriate
features to allow users to move around, select, and correct text. It might
also require continuous recognition and result display rather than the
utterance-at-a-time approach we employed.
Lastly, we conducted a single hour session and participants completed only 12 text entry tasks in each condition. While the shorter
session and a smaller number of input tasks were sufficient to prove
the efficiency of our system for walk-up-and-use scenarios, our study
did not reveal how users adapted to the system. One might expect
performance to increase in both conditions with practice, showing this
would require a longitudinal evaluation.
6.1 Design Implications
We found our correction interface was quite successful at allowing users
to correct errors. In particular, 30% of sentences could be corrected
without resorting to the keyboard. This is a marked improvement to the
10% reported in [44]. Based on our study, we think our design could be
improved in a number of ways:
1. Reduce column size. We found the third most likely slot in the
speech and keyboard interface was rarely used. In the study participants sometimes accidentally hit an adjacent button. Particularly
for the speech interface, it may be better to have bigger or more
separated buttons in each column to avoid such errors.
2. Different hand and keyboard color. The color of our virtual
keyboard and the virtual representation of the users’ hands were
similar. In particular, one participant in our study had problems
with separation. While none of the other participants complained
about this issue, we think it would be better to color the virtual
representation of hands and the keyboard differently.

3. Allow modification of words. We observed that sometimes the
speech recognizer returned words that were close to, but not
identical to the target word (e.g. “closed” when the user wanted
“closing”). In such cases, users had to retype the entire word. One
possible design change would be to let users partially backspace
a recognized word and type the remaining letters. But whether
this approach ends up saving time needs further investigation.
Providing a richer set of correction options could in fact slow
users down if it creates indecision about the best course of action.
4. Spoken word corrections. Another interesting extension would
allow users to speak or spell words similar to SWIFTER [34]
and SpeeG2 [18]. Even further, the system could support both
speaking and spelling a word (e.g. “dog D-O-G”). This has been
shown to be more accurate than just speaking or just spelling
a word [47]. Speaking or spelling words could be used instead
of our current keyboard based insertion or substitution of words.
Prediction slots would be filled with the most likely recognized
words based on a spoken correction. Our offline experiments
suggest for difficult words, asking users to spell the word carefully
may be the most accurate option, especially when coupled with a
powerful bidirectional neural language model.
5. Improved speech recognizer. We could train and host our own
speech recognizer rather than relying on a commercial recognizer.
This could reduce network latency. However, using a commercial
recognizer has the advantage that the recognizer may be trained
on substantially more data than is available to researchers. Thus a
commercial recognizer may be more accurate. But an advantage
of an in-house research recognizer is that we could add support
for features like speaking and spelling words that may not be
available in commercial APIs. It may also allow exploration of
avoiding errors in the first place by allowing users to provide
spelling of difficult words in their initial utterance.
6. Speech-aware keyboard decoder. When correcting speech errors with the keyboard, our keyboard only made use of the noisy
tap sequence plus the text to the left and to the right of the location
being edited. It does not leverage the probabilistic information in
the speech recognition result for the sentence being corrected. For
example, while the user’s desired word may appear somewhere in
the word confusion network result, it may not have a high enough
probability to appear in our correction interface. It is possible this
information could improve the keyboard’s predictions.
7 C ONCLUSION
To date, speech-assisted text input in virtual environments has seen little
investigation. While there are many speech-based text input studies on
desktop and mobile devices, studies of speech input in VR HMDs are
lacking. We presented a text entry system for virtual environments that
allows users to type in midair on a familiar QWERTY virtual keyboard.
We investigated the speed, accuracy, ergonomics, and user satisfaction
of our speech-assisted text entry method. Our work informs the design
of text entry interfaces that support the input of even challenging text,
including uncommon words such as proper names. Moreover, by
augmenting our interface with speech, we created a significantly faster
and less exerting input method for virtual reality.
We found even on text with difficult words (which has not previously
been investigated in any speech-based VR/AR interfaces), users could
combine spoken input and tapping on midair virtual buttons to write
at 28 wpm at a low error rate of 0.5%. To our knowledge, we are
the first to investigate speech-based text entry in a VR head-mounted
display without the use of auxiliary input devices. We believe with the
burgeoning consumer demand of head-mounted display devices, our
design and study findings will inform future VR and AR interfaces that
require efficient text input.
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